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EARLY  EDUCATION FEDERATION

Te Tari Puna Ora o Aotearoa/New Zealand Childcare Association, NZEI Te Riu Roa, NZ Kindergartens, NZ Playcentre Federation, NZ Home-based Early Childhood Education Association, Montessori Association of NZ, National Association of ECE Directors-Colleges of Education/Universities, The Correspondence School -Te Kura a Tuhi Early Childhood Service, Christian Early Childhood Education Association of Aotearoa, World Organisation for Early Childhood Education OMEP Aotearoa/NZ, Bethlehem Tertiary Institute, NZ Hospital Play Specialists Association, Barnardos NZ,  Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics in NZ, EC Leadership, Pacific Island Early Childhood Council of Aotearoa

The symbol of the Early Education Federation is a woven mat.  This represents the weaving together of diverse groups with their own unique philosophy and structure - united by similar aims, promoting Early Childhood Education and supporting families in Aotearoa New Zealand.
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EARLY  EDUCATION  FEDERATION

Annual Report 2007/08



Goal 1: The Early Education Federation will be recognised as a pro-active national advocate for quality ECE


Strategy 1.1: Identifying key issues and concerns; and
Strategy 2.5: Responding pro-actively to key issues.


Key issues identified and responded to this year have included:

Delays in the processing of applications for registration at the NZ Teachers Council and its effect on government funding rates to services
The Federation has continued to discuss this issue with the NZ Teachers’ Council (NZTC) and with the Ministry of Education (MOE) over the year, with the aim of finding a way to ensure that services are not financially disadvantaged as a result of delays at the NZTC. During the year the NZTC made efforts to speed up the processing of applications. Members of the NZTC also met with teacher education providers asking them to encourage new graduates to apply up to 3 months prior to graduation so that the NZTC can begin to process them ahead of time. The NZTC also contacted the police to prepare them for the influx of police vet requests at the end of each year. As a result of these measures to speed up the processing time, the Federation agreed at its July 2008 meeting hold off on any further action on this issue.  

Changes have also been made, to the process for those applying to renew their practising certificates. The MOE now allows services to continue to count teachers who are waiting for renewal, as registered teachers for up to 3 months after applications are submitted. This means that centres’ funding is not reduced as a result of delays in processing at the NZTC. 

Access to Provisionally Registered Teacher support grants (PRTs) for long term relievers
The Federation continued to lobby the MOE this year to bring the early childhood sector in line with the rest of the education sector on this issue.  In November the MOE announced that services could claim PRTs for teachers in long term relieving positions of at least 10 consecutive weeks.

Regulatory Review
The Federation has been involved along with other early childhood organisations, in ongoing discussions about the final draft of the new criteria and the re-licensing process.  Helen Baxter attended the final MOE Reference Group meeting on the 2nd of October as the Federation representative, at which the consultation process was discussed.  

The Federation invited members of the Regulatory Review Team to the March 2008 meeting of the Council to discuss the proposed process with delegates.  

Some groups within the sector raised concerns about the interpretation of the sleeping area requirements in the new criteria. The Federation agreed to recommend to the MOE that it seeks further consultation on this issue.



Charities Commission 
The Federation submitted an application to be registered with the new Charities Commission as a charitable organisation and to be listed on the Charities Register. In August 2008 confirmation was received from the Commission that the application was complete and that it is in the processing queue. 

Limited Attendance Centres
An announcement earlier this year by the MOE of its intention to develop separate criteria for services with limited attendance, caused some concern amongst Federation members. Members were particularly concerned that a loosening of requirements for these services may lead to erosion of requirements for other early childhood services.  Members were also concerned that reduced standards may put children at risk. 

Delegates at the July 2008 Council meeting agreed to encourage their own organisations to make submissions to the MOE on this issue. The Federation then decided to collate the points raised in those submissions and send a statement on behave of all Federation members, to the MOE. 

Satisfactory Teacher Dimensions and Limited Authority to Teach Policy
The Federation has been invited to provide responses to the review of Satisfactory Teacher Dimensions and Limited Authority to Teach Policy and has discussed them with NZTC representatives at Council meetings.

Identifying priorities for Early Childhood Education 
At the September meeting of the Federation, the Council developed a set of 10 main priorities for the sector, for the year leading up to the general election 2008. This list was sent out to education spokespeople in all the main political parties in November.


Strategy 1.2  Developing a strong national profile for the Early Education Federation.

Election Forum
The Federation has made planning toward the holding of an Election Forum on early childhood policies, a priority for this year. A Council sub-committee was selected to work on overseeing the organisation of this event. Rachel Brown has been contracted to organise the event, which is to be held on the 24th of September, and is working with local OMEP members and the Wellington Free Kindergarten Association to organise a venue, develop promotional materials and invite speakers from the main political parties.  

Written material
A new leaflet has been drafted. It will contain generic information about the Federation, That is, mission statement, purpose, vision, structure, objectives, history, list of members. 

Also, during the year, a Briefing Paper containing information about the Federation and outlining its current main priorities, has been updated and sent out to education spokespeople in the main political parties.

Website 
The Federation website has continued to be maintained by Claire Rumble. It provides general information about the Federation as well as meeting dates, EC conferences coming up, and the latest annual report. 




Strategy 1.3 Maintaining a diverse membership as defined in the Constitution

Federation membership
This year the Federation lost one member organisation. The Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics of New Zealand organisation dissolved and its membership of the Federation lapsed. The Federation identified two other organisations with an interest in the early childhood sector, that may be interested in having representation on the Federation Council. As a result, the Wellington Early Intervention Trust and the Te Kohanga reo National Trust have been invited to join.  

Members of the Federation this year have been:
	Te Tari Puna Ora o Aotearoa/New Zealand Childcare Association 

NZEI – Te Riu Roa 
NZ Kindergartens 
NZ Playcentre Federation 
NZ Home-based Early Childhood Education Association 
	National Association of ECE Directors in Colleges of Education/Universities
	The Correspondence School Early Childhood Service – Te Kura a Tuhi Early Childhood Service   

	Christian Early Childhood Education Association of Aotearoa 

World Organisation for Early Childhood Education OMEP Aotearoa/NZ 
Bethlehem Tertiary Institute 
Hospital Play Specialists Association of NZ 
Barnardos New Zealand 
EC Leadership 
Pacific Island Early Childhood Council of Aotearoa.
	Montessori Aotearoa New Zealand


Obtaining and maintaining membership of the Federation
At the 2007 Annual General Meeting a clear procedure for obtaining membership and payment of Annual Levies and Lunch Fees was proposed and agreed to. This procedure was implemented for the 2007/08 levy payment process. 

Council members
Council members were elected for the year at the Annual General Meeting on the                                                 4th September.  Delegates who attended meetings as representatives of the Federation member organisations during the year were:

CECEAA: Alison Ford
OMEP: Jean Sunko, Mary Purdy
EC Leadership: Tanya Harvey
NZK:  Wendy Logan, Claire Wells 
NZHBEC: Kathie Ross 
Barnardos NZ: Penelope Janes 
BTI: Phillip Ozanne  
TTPOA/NCZA:  Barbara Allan, Gillian Dobson
NAECD in CE& U: Sue Cherrington
NZEI-TRR: Tere Gilbert, Karen Skett, Jenny Davies
NZPF:  Tracy Stanmore, Sharmain Loomans
TKaT/TCSECS:  Virginia Simmonds
HPSANZ: Marianne Kayes
PIECCA:  Bulou Amalaini Ligalevu, Taha Fasi 
MANZ: Ana Pickering


Goal 2:  The Early Education Federation will influence the strategic direction of ECE through effective external relationships.

Strategy 2.1  Has a voice on key ECE advisory/reference groups.

Ministry of Education Early Childhood Advisory Committee (ECAC)
At each Council meeting over the last year delegates continued to identify issues of importance to raise at Ministry of Education Early Childhood Advisory Committee meetings. These included:
	PRT grants for long term relievers

Maintaining the 50% registered teachers target for 1 January 2008
A number of issues relating to the Playground Safety Standard
A question about the application of the Resource Management Act on services established prior to the Act in the re-licensing process.
The need for national consistency in regard to the re-licensing process
Interaction between the Ministry of Health B4 School Checks and the Group Special Education. 
Opportunity for organisations to respond to proposal for separate criteria for Limited Attendance Centres. 

New Zealand Council for Educational Research Electoral College
Kerry Ross, Amalaini Ligalevu and Marianne Kayes continued as the Federation representatives on the college that elects the New Zealand Council for Educational Research Board, and took part in the election of people to fill vacancies on the Board.

Regional meetings of Ministry of Education Regulatory Review Reference group members
On October 2nd, Helen Baxter, along with other local Federation delegates, attended the Wellington regional meeting of the Regulatory Review Reference group members. At this meeting MOE personnel reported on the progress of the review and outlined the process of approval by government. 


Strategy 2.2  Has regular face to face dialogue with key players.

This year the Federation made a commitment to make meeting with the education spokespeople from each of the main parties, a priority in the lead up to the general Election at the end of 2008. It was agreed that special attention would be given to developing a relationship with the National Party spokesperson. 

Meeting with Paula Bennett (National Party) – September 2007 
At this meeting delegates discussed with Paula:
	Free ECE – was it meeting its goals.

Strategic Plan registered teacher goals for 2012
Centre based care for under 2 year olds
Collaborative links between government departments.

Meetings  with the new Minister of Education (Chris Carter) – November and May
The Federation was the first organisation to meet with the new Minister, Chris Carter, after his appointment in November 2007.  At this meeting the following issues were covered:
	The Federation re-iterated its commitment to the original Strategic Plan 2007 target for 50% of teachers required to meet the regulation ratio, to be registered, and had some discussion with the Minister about how this would be implemented. 

The importance of pay parity for kindergarten teachers flowing on to the rest of the sector.
The PRT support grant for long terms relievers and the importance of equity with the rest of the education sector on this issue.
The need for ongoing government strategies for increasing the supply of qualified and registered teachers in the sector.

The Federation met with the Minister again in May. At this meeting the following issues were raised:
	Ongoing concerns re teacher supply.

The need for government support for the development of new services to meet the increased participation goals.
Possibility of separate criteria for Limited Attendance ECE services

Meeting with Metiria Turei – Education Spokesperson for the Greens Party 
A delegation of Federation delegates met with Metiria Turei on the 5th of May. This was an initial contact only. Metiria raised the issues of interest to her, and delegates discussed the Federation’s areas of priority for the coming year.

Meetings with the Ministry of Education  - March
Guests from the Ministry of Education Regulatory Review Team at the March 2008 meeting of the Federation Council were Natasha Rickett, Marnie Hainsworth and Gill Roberts. At this meeting the following issues were discussed:
	Proposed implementation process for the new regulatory system and the process for re- licensing of all ECE services.

New requirements contained in the new criteria.
Implementation of the requirements of the Playground Safety Standards.
Process for allocating Discretionary Grants.

New Zealand Teachers Council 
Teresa Pleace attended the September 2007 Council meeting. At this meeting she reported on issues of interest that the Teachers’ Council was dealing with at the time, and delegates raised issues with her. The Council agreed that close liaison with NZTC staff was important because it helped to ensure that organisations are kept informed about NZTC decisions and it also gives the NZTC an opportunity to keep in touch with the sector as a whole.  The Council meetings did not include representation from the NZTC for the remainder of the year however, due to the fact that the Teacher Education position remained vacant after Teresa left at the end of 2007. Peter Lind did however attend the Federation’s July 2008 meeting as a guest.

At the July meeting Peter Lind updated the Council of issues the NZTC are currently dealing with. Her alerted delegates to the review of the Satisfactory Teacher Dimensions emphasising the importance of input from the early childhood sector in this. He assured the meeting that the NZTC is better prepared this year for the influx of applications from new graduates over the summer. He confirmed that the NZTC still had a hold on requesting material from applicants as evidence of an advice and guidance programme. The Council members queried whether any bridging assistance was to be given to teachers in Pacific Island centres who had a 2 year certificate qualification but needed to upgrade their qualification in order to be considered for registration. 


Strategy 2.4 Prepares submission in response to Government Strategies.

Limited Attendance Centres
The Council is developing a submission to put to government on the separate criteria for Limited Attendance Centre.


Goal 3: The Early Education Federation will provide a forum for members to network, debate and collaborate about ECE issues.

Strategy 3.1  Meetings are effective and inclusive; and
Strategy 3.2  Vigorous debate around issues is encouraged at meetings.

The Federation continued to provide a forum for members to network with one another, exchange views, debate issues, and develop better understandings of each other’s challenges and achievements. Many smaller organisations however, that may be limited by lack of funds, and availability of representatives, are missing out on the debate and on having their issues heard, because they are not always able to attend meetings.  While the meetings themselves may operate well, and allow for input from all those present, if delegates from certain organisations are consistently unable to attend, the Federation represents the views of a smaller portion of the sector. 

Five regular meetings of the Federation Council were held during the year. These were held in September and November 2007, and March, May, and July 2008. The Annual General Meeting was held on the 4th of September 2007, and a Special General Meeting was held on the 6th of November to approve the audited accounts.

Delegates continued to identify issues to be raised at ECAC meetings. These were often discussed in some detail prior to the ECAC meeting. One member was identified at each meeting to take responsibility to report back to those who do not attend ECAC meetings.


Strategy 3.4  Roles, responsibilities and direction are clearly defined.

The Secretariat Contract was reviewed in August by the Secretariat sub-committee, Jean Sunko Gillian Dodson and Karen Skett. A report has been sent out and will be put to the Annual General Meeting for approval. 

At the September meeting of the Council the process for the Federation’s representatives on the NZ Council for Educational Research’s Electoral College was discussed and clarified. 



Strategy 3.5  Communication strategies and record keeping systems are effective.

Federation memos and mailouts to members
Eighteen memos have been sent out to those listed on the Federation’s contact list since the last Annual General Meeting. Issues covered in memos included meeting agendas, minutes and papers for meetings, drafts of papers or letters for members to comment on, requests for questions or topics for guest speakers to cover, review of the Federation’s Strategic Plan and Annual Plan/Calendar, the requirements of the new Charities Act, meeting arrangements, and the Early Childhood Forum arrangements. 
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